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Chapter 5
On a Class of Integral Equations Involving
Kernels of Cosine and Sine Type⋆
L. P. Castro, R. C. Guerra and N. M. Tuan
5.1 Introduction
Integral equations involving kernels of cosine and sine type play a significant role in
the modelling of different kinds of applied problems. This is the case e.g. when using
information-bearing entities like signals which are usually represented by functions
of one or more independent variables [8]. The possibilities of application are very
diverse, but it is not our intention to present here their description. For this we just
refer the interested reader e.g. to the monograph [8]. Anyway, we would like to
observe that this occurs also in the larger class of the so-called linear canonical
transforms, where several kernels and integral transforms can be agglutinated into
a single integral operator, and so into a consequent integral equation, opening the
possibility of defining very flexible classes of integral equations which are quite
useful in applications.
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This paper is divided into three sections. After this introduction, the second
section is concerned with the proof of a polynomial identity, for the cosine and
sine type integral operator T , defined below by (5.2), and with the solvability of the
integral equations of the type (5.1), generated by T . A key step in this section is
the construction of certain projection operators, by which our initial integral equa-
tion (5.1) may be equivalently transformed into a new integral equation (see (5.8)),
governed by special projections. The third section is concentrated on the analysis
of properties of the operator T . In particular, we will characterize its spectrum, its
invertibility property, derive a formula for its inverse, and obtain a corresponding
Parseval-type identity. The 3-order involution property of the operator T is also
presented, which is remarkably different from that one of some well-known inte-
gral operators such as the Fourier, Cauchy, Hankel and Hilbert integral operators.
Moreover, a new convolution and a consequent factorization identity are obtained
– allowing, therefore, further studies for associated new convolution type integral
equations, as well as eventual new applications; cf. [1, 3, 4, 6] and the references
cited there.
5.2 Integral equations generated by an integral operator with
cosine and sine kernels
Within the framework of L2(Rn), we will consider integral equations of the type
αϕ +β Tϕ + γT 2ϕ = g, (5.1)
where α,β ,γ ∈ C, with |α|+ |β |+ |γ| 6= 0, and g ∈ L2(Rn) are the given data, and
the operator T is defined, in L2(Rn), by
T := aI+ bTs+ cT2c , a,b,c ∈ C, b 6=±c, bc 6= 0, (5.2)
with (Ts f )(x) := 1(2pi)n/2
∫
Rn
sin(xy) f (y)dy and (Tc f )(x) := 1(2pi)n/2
∫
Rn
cos(xy) f (y)dy.
We recall the concept of algebraic operators – which will be an important tool in
what follows. Let X be a linear space over the complex field C, and let L(X) be the
set of all linear operators with domain and range in X .
Definition 1 (see [9, 10]). An operator K ∈ L(X) is said to be algebraic if there
exists a normed (non-zero) polynomial P(t) = tm+α1tm−1+ · · ·+αm−1t+αm, α j ∈
C, j = 1,2, . . . ,m such that P(K) = 0 on X .
We say that an algebraic operator K ∈ L(X) is of order m if there does not exist
a normed polynomial Q(t) of degree k < m such that Q(K) = 0 on X . In this case,
P(t) is called the characteristic polynomial of K, and the roots of this polynomial
are called the characteristic roots of K. In the sequel, the characteristic polynomial
of an algebraic operator K will be denoted by PK(t). Algebraic operators with a
characteristic polynomial tm − 1 or tm + 1 (m ≥ 2) are called involutions or anti-
involutions of order m, respectively. An involution (or anti-involution) of order 2
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is called, in brief, involution (or anti-involution). In appropriate spaces, most of
the important integral operators are algebraic operators. For instance, the Hankel
operator J, the Cauchy singular integral operator S on a closed curve, and the Hartley
operator H are involutions involutions of order 2, i.e., PJ(t) = PS(t) = PH (t) =
t2 − 1 and the Fourier operator F is an involution of order 4, with PF(t) = t4 − 1.
On another hand, the Hilbert operator H is an anti-involution, as PH(t) = t2 + 1
(see [2, 5, 7]). Algebraic operators possess some properties that are very useful
for solving equations somehow characterized by these operators. Several kinds of
integral, ordinary and partial differential equations with transformed arguments can
be identified in such a class of operators (see [9, 10]).
Lemma 1 is useful for proving Theorem 1.
Lemma 1 ([12, Theorem 12]). The formula limλ→∞ 1pi
∫
R
f (t)[sin λ (x− t)]/(x− t)dt
= ( f (x+ 0)+ f (x− 0))/2 holds if f (x)/(1+ |x|) belongs to L1(R).
We start with a theorem on the characteristic polynomial of the operator T .
Theorem 1. The operator T (presented in (5.2)) is an algebraic operator, whose
characteristic polynomial is given by
PT (t) := t3− (3a+ c)t2+(3a2− b2 + 2ac)t− (a2− b2)(a+ c). (5.3)
Thus, T fulfills the operator polynomial identity:
T 3− (3a+ c)T2 +(3a2− b2 + 2ac)T − (a2− b2)(a+ c)I = 0. (5.4)
Proof. Firstly, we shall prove that T 2c + T 2s = I, T 3c = Tc and T 3s = Ts (see [9]).
Indeed, we have that (Tc f )(x) = (Tc f )(−x), (Ts f )(x) = −(Ts f )(−x), and TcTs =
TsTc = 0. For λ > 0, let B(0,λ ) := {y = (y1, . . . ,yn) ∈ Rn : |yk| ≤ λ ,∀k = 1, . . . ,n}
be the n-dimensional box in Rn.
In the sequel, we will denote by S the Schwartz space. Let f ∈S be given. We
can prove inductively on n that
∫
B(0,λ )
cos(y(x− t))dy = 2
n sin(λ (x1− t1)) · · · sin(λ (xn− tn))
(x1− t1) · · · (xn− tn) . (5.5)
Using (5.5) and Lemma 1, we have
(T 2c f )(x)dx = limλ→∞
1
(2pi)n
∫
Rn
f (t)
∫
B(0,λ )
cos(xy)cos(yt)dydt
= lim
λ→∞
1
2(2pi)n
∫
Rn
f (t)
∫
B(0,λ )
[cos(y(x− t))+ cos(y(x+ t))] dydt
=
1
2(2pi)n
lim
λ→∞
∫
Rn
f (t)
[
2n sin(λ (x1− t1)) · · · sin(λ (xn− tn))
(x1− t1) · · · (xn− tn)
+
2n sin(λ (x1 + t1)) · · · sin(λ (xn + tn))
(x1 + t1) · · · (xn + tn)
]
dt = f (x)+ f (−x)
2
.
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Hence, (T 2c f )(x) = ( f (x)+ f (−x))/2. By the same way, we are able to prove that
(T 2s f )(x) = ( f (x)− f (−x))/2. Therefore, (T 2c f )(x)+(T 2s f )(x) = f (x), which pro-
ves the first identity.
For the second one, we have (T 3c f )(x)= Tc(T 2c f )(x) = ((Tc f )(x)+ (Tc f )(−x))/2
= (Tc f )(x). So, T 3c = Tc. Similarly, we have that T 3s = Ts. The identities are proved
for any f ∈ S . Note that the space S is dense in L2(Rn), and the operators Tc,Ts
can be extended into the Hilbert space L2(Rn). So, we will consider that the ope-
rators Tc and Ts are defined in this space and the above identities also hold true for
all f ∈ L2(Rn). Thus, Tc,T s are algebraic operators in L2(Rn) with characteristic
polynomials: PTc(t) = PTs(t) = t3− t (see also [9, 10]).
We now define three projections associated with Tc,
Q1 = I−T2c , Q2 = (T 2c −Tc)/2 and Q3 = (T 2c +Tc)/2, (5.6)
which satisfy the identities Q jQk = δ jkQk, for j,k = 1,2,3, Q1 +Q2 +Q3 = I, Tc =
−Q2 +Q3, and three projections corresponding to Ts,
R1 = I−T2s , R2 = (T 2s −Ts)/2, and R3 = (T 2s +Ts)/2, (5.7)
which satisfy R jRk = δ jkRk, for j,k = 1,2,3, R1 + R2 + R3 = I, Ts = −R2 +R3,
where δ jk is denoting the Kronecker delta.
Therefore, we are able to rewrite T in terms of orthogonal projection operators:
T = a(Q2 +Q3 +R2 +R3)+ b(−R2+R3)+ c(Q2 +Q3)
= [0 ·Q1 +(a+ c)Q2+(a+ c)Q3]+ [0 ·R1 +(a− b)R2+(a+ b)R3]
=: [0;a+ c;a+ c;0;a− b;a+b].
By the above-mentioned identities and some computations, we have that
T 3− (3a+ c)T2 + (3a2− b2 + 2ac)T − (a2− b2)(a+ c)I
=
[
0;(a+ c)3;(a+ c)3;0;(a− b)3;(a+ b)3]
−(3a+ c)[0;(a+ c)2;(a+ c)2;0;(a− b)2;(a+ b)2]
+
(
3a2− b2 + 2ac)[0;(a+ c);(a+ c);0;(a− b);(a+ b)]
−(a2− b2)(a+ c) [0;1;1;0;1;1]
= [0;0;0;0;0;0] = 0.
It remains to be proven that there does not exist any polynomial Q with deg(Q)<
3, and Q(T ) = 0. For that, suppose that there is a such polynomial Q(t) = t2+ pt+q
such that Q(T ) = 0. This is equivalent to


(a+ c)2 + p(a+ c)+ q= 0
(a− b)2+ p(a− b)+ q= 0
(a+ b)2+ p(a+ b)+ q= 0,
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whose solutions are b = c = 0 or b = 0 and c 6= 0 or b =±c and b 6= 0. Any solution
is not under the conditions b 6=±c and bc 6= 0.
The polynomial (5.3) has the single roots t1 := a− b, t2 := a+ b and t3 := a+ c.
Having this in mind, we are able to built projections, induced by T , in the sense of
the Lagrange interpolation formula. Namely:
P1 :=
(T − t2I)(T − t3I)
(t1− t2)(t1− t3) =
T 2− (t2 + t3)T + t2t3
(t1− t2)(t1− t3) ;
P2 :=
(T − t1I)(T − t3I)
(t2− t1)(t2− t3) =
T 2− (t1 + t3)T + t1t3
(t2− t1)(t2− t3) ;
P3 :=
(T − t1I)(T − t2I)
(t3− t1)(t3− t2) =
T 2− (t1 + t2)T + t1t2
(t3− t1)(t3− t2) .
Then, we have PjPk = δ jkPk, and T ℓ = tℓ1P1 + tℓ2P2 + tℓ3P3, for any j,k = 1,2,3, and
ℓ= 0,1,2.
The construction of the just presented projections has the profit of allowing to
rewrite (5.1) in the following equivalent way:
m1P1ϕ +m2P2ϕ +m3P3ϕ = g, with m j = α +β t j + γt2j , j = 1,2,3. (5.8)
Let ϕk(x) denote the multi-dimensional Hermite functions (see [11]). The Her-
mite functions are essential in several applications, and are also somehow associated
with our operator T . Namely, we have (see [13, 14])
(Tcϕk)(x) =


ϕk(x), if |k| ≡ 0 (mod 4)
0, if |k| ≡ 1,3 (mod 4)
−ϕk(x), if |k| ≡ 2 (mod 4)
(5.9)
and
(Tsϕk)(x) =


0, if |k| ≡ 0,2 (mod 4)
ϕk(x), if |k| ≡ 1 (mod 4)
−ϕk(x), if |k| ≡ 3 (mod 4).
(5.10)
By (5.9)–(5.10), we obtain
(T ϕk)(x) =


(a+ c)ϕk(x), if |k| ≡ 0,2 (mod 4)
(a+ b)ϕk(x), if |k| ≡ 1 (mod 4)
(a− b)ϕk(x), if |k| ≡ 3 (mod 4).
(5.11)
Therefore, the Hermite functions are eigenfunctions of T with the eigenvalues a±
b,a+ c.
Theorem 2. (i) The integral equation (5.8) (or (5.1)) has a unique solution if and
only if m1m2m3 6= 0.
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(ii) If m1m2m3 6= 0, then the unique solution of (5.8) is given by
ϕ = m−11 P1g+m−12 P2g+m−13 P3g. (5.12)
(iii) If m j = 0, for some j = 1,2,3, then the equation (5.8) has solution if and
only if Pjg = 0.
(iv) If Pjg= 0, for some j = 1,2,3, then the equation (5.8) has an infinite number
of solutions given by
ϕ = ∑
j≤3
m j 6=0
m−1j Pjg+ z, where z ∈ ker( ∑
j≤3
m j 6=0
Pj). (5.13)
Proof. Suppose that the equation (5.1) has a solution ϕ ∈ L2(Rn). Applying Pj to
both sides of the equation (5.8), we obtain a system of three equations m jPjϕ =
Pjg, j = 1,2,3. In this way, if m1 m2 m3 6= 0, then we have the following equivalent
system of equations 

P1ϕ = m−11 P1g
P2ϕ = m−12 P2g
P3ϕ = m−13 P3g.
Using the identity P1 +P2 +P3 = I, we obtain (5.12). Conversely, we can directly
verify, by substitution, that ϕ given by (5.12) fulfills (5.8).
If m1 m2 m3 = 0, then m j = 0, for some j ∈ {1,2,3}. Therefore, it follows that
Pjg = 0. Then, we have
∑
j≤3
m j 6=0
Pjϕ = ∑
j≤3
m j 6=0
m−1j Pjg.
Using the fact that PjPk = δ jkPk, we get (∑ j≤3
m j 6=0
Pj)ϕ = (∑ j≤3
m j 6=0
Pj)[∑ j≤3
m j 6=0
m−1j Pjg]
or, equivalently, (∑ j≤3
m j 6=0
Pj)[ϕ−∑ j≤3
m j 6=0
m−1j Pjg] = 0. By this, we obtain the solution
(5.13).
Conversely, we can directly verify that all the elements ϕ , with the form of (5.13),
fulfill (5.8). As the Hermite functions are eigenfunctions of T (cf. (5.9)–(5.10)), we
conclude that the cardinality of all elements ϕ in (5.13) is infinite.
5.3 Operator properties
In this section, we will present some properties of the operator T , defined by (5.2).
Namely, we will analyse its invertibility, Parseval-type identity, point spectrum, and
the 3-order involution property of T .
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5.3.1 Invertibility and spectrum
In this subsection, we determine the spectrum and characterize the invertibility of
T . Moreover, we will explicitly determine the inverse of T (when it exists).
Proposition 1. The spectrum of the operator T is given by
σ(T ) = {a− b,a+ b,a+ c}.
Proof. By using (5.11), we deduce that {a− b,a+ b,a+ c}⊂ σ(T ). On the other
side, for any λ ∈ C, we have
t3− (3a+ c)t2 + (3a2− b2 + 2ac)t− (a2− b2)(a+ c)
= (t−λ )[t2 +(λ − 3a− c)t + (λ 2− (3a+ c)λ + 3a2− b2 + 2ac)]+PT (λ ),
cf. (5.3).
Suppose that λ 6∈ {a− b,a+ b,a+ c}. This implies that
PT (λ ) = λ 3− (3a+ c)λ 2 +
(
3a2− b2 + 2ac)λ − (a2− b2)(a+ c) 6= 0.
Then, the operator T −λ I is invertible, and the inverse operator is defined by
(T −λ I)−1 = − 1
PT (λ )
[
T 2 +(λ − (3a+ c))T
+
(
λ 2− (3a+ c)λ + 3a2− b2 + 2ac)I] .
Thus, we have σ(T ) = {a− b,a+ b,a+ c}.
Theorem 3 (Inversion theorem). The operator T , presented in (5.2), is an inverti-
ble operator if and only if
a− b 6= 0, a+ b 6= 0 and a+ c 6= 0. (5.14)
In case (5.14) holds, the inverse operator is defined by
T−1 :=
1
(a2− b2)(a+ c)
[
T 2− (3a+ c)T +(3a2− b2 + 2ac)I] . (5.15)
Proof. If T is invertible, then it is, at least, injective. Taking into account the Her-
mite functions ϕk, we have already observed that (5.9)–(5.10) holds true. Indeed, by
(5.11), we see that the Hermite functions are eigenfunctions of T with eigenvalues
a± b and a+ c. So, we deduce that (a2 − b2)(a+ c) 6= 0, which is equivalent to
(5.14).
Conversely, suppose that (a2− b2)(a+ c) 6= 0. Hence, it is possible to consider
the operator defined in (5.15) and, by a straightforward computation, verify that this
is, indeed, the inverse of T .
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5.3.2 Parseval type identity and unitary properties
This subsection is dedicated to obtain conditions which characterize when the ope-
rator T is unitary, and to derive a Parseval type identity associated with T .
Let 〈·, ·〉2 denote the usual inner product of the Hilbert space L2(Rn).
Theorem 4 (Parseval-type identity). For any f ,g ∈ L2(Rn), the identity
〈T f ,T g〉2 = |a|2〈 f ,g〉2 + 2Re
{
a¯b
}〈 f ,Tsg〉2
+
[
2Re{ac¯}+ |c|2]〈 f ,T 2c g〉2 + |b|2〈 f ,T 2s g〉2 (5.16)
holds.
Proof. For any f ,g ∈ L2(Rn), a direct computation yields 〈Ts f ,g〉 = 〈 f ,Tsg〉,
〈Tc f ,g〉= 〈 f ,Tcg〉, 〈Ts f ,T 2c g〉= 〈 f ,TsT 2c g〉= 0, 〈T 2c f ,Tsg〉= 〈 f ,T 2c Tsg〉= 0. Thus,
(5.16) directly appears simply by using the definition of T and the just presented
identities.
Theorem 5 (Unitary property). Let a := a1 + ia2, b := b1+ ib2, c := c1 + ic2, with
a1,a2,b1,b2,c1,c2 ∈ R. T is a unitary operator if and only if one of the following
conditions holds:
(i) a = 0, |b|= 1 and |c|= 1;
(ii) a ∈R\ {0}, b1 = 0, a21 + b22 = 1 and (a1 + c1)2 + c22 = 1;
(iii) a2 6= 0, b1 =± a2
√
1−|a|2
|a| , b2 =− a1b1a2 and (a1 + c1)
2 +(a2 + c2)
2 = 1.
Proof. Let T ∗ be the adjoint operator of T , this is, the operator satisfying 〈T f ,g〉2 =
〈 f ,T ∗g〉2, for any f ,g ∈ L2(Rn). From the last identity, we obtain T ∗ = a¯I + ¯bTs +
c¯T 2c and we know that T is a unitary operator if T is bijective and T ∗ = T−1.
In this way, taking into account (5.15), we have a¯ = a
a2−b2 ,
¯b = − b
a2−b2 and
c¯ =− b2+ac
(a2−b2)(a+c) , whose solutions are (i)–(iii).
5.3.3 Involution
In this subsection, we present conditions under which T is an involution of order
3. This is totally different from the operator structure of other integral operators
exhibiting involutions of either 2 or 4 orders.
Theorem 6. Consider the operator T defined in (5.2). We have T 3 = I for
(i) a = 12 ei
pi
3 , b =
√
3
2 e
i 5pi6 and c = 32 e
i 4pi3 ;
(ii) a = 12 ei
pi
3 , b =
√
3
2 e
−i pi6 and c = 32 e
i 4pi3 ;
(iii) a =− 12 , b =−i
√
3
2 and c =
3
2 ;
(iv) a =− 12 , b = i
√
3
2 and c =
3
2 ;
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(v) a = 12 e−i
pi
3 , b =
√
3
2 e
i pi6 and c = 32 e
i 2pi3 ;
(vi) a = 12 e−i
pi
3 , b =
√
3
2 e
−i 5pi6 and c = 32 e
i 2pi3
.
This means that the operator T is an involution of order 3.
Proof. If we consider the operator T and its characteristic polynomial (5.3), we
have (5.4), which is equivalent to T 3 − (3a+ c)T 2 + (3a2 − b2 + 2ac)T = (a2 −
b2)(a+ c)I. If we consider −(3a+ c) = 0, 3a2 − b2 + 2ac = 0 and (a2 − b2)(a+
c) = 1, we obtain the solutions (i)–(vi), which means that, for these cases of the
parameters, we have T 3 = I.
Remark 1. Note that the last property help us to realize that if the coefficients a,b,c
are those of the Theorem 6, then our main integral equation, presented before in
(5.1), is the most general integral equation that can be generated by the operator T
and its powers.
5.3.4 New convolution
In this subsection we will focus on obtaining a new convolution⊛ for the operator T
in the case of a = 0. This means that we are introducing a new multiplication opera-
tion that have a corresponding multiplicative factorization property for the operator
T , in the sense as it occurs for the usual convolution and the Fourier transform:
T ( f ⊛ g) = (T f )(T g).
Definition 2. Considering b,c ∈C with b 6=±c and bc 6= 0, we define the new mul-
tiplication (convolution) for any two elements f ,g ∈ L2(Rn):
f ⊛ g:=− 1b2c
{
b4
[
T 2s [(Ts f )(Tsg)]− (Ts f )(T 2c g)− (T 2c f )(Tsg)
]
+b3c
[
T 2s
[
(Ts f )(T 2c g)
]
+T 2s
[
(T 2c f )(Tsg)
]−Ts [(Ts f )(Tsg)]]
+ b2c2
[
T 2s
[
(T 2c f )(T 2c g)
]− (T 2c f )(T 2c g)]− bc3 Ts [(T 2c f )(T 2c g)]} . (5.17)
Theorem 7. For the operator T0 := bTs + cT 2c , with b,c ∈ C, b 6= ±c and bc 6= 0,
and f ,g ∈ L2(Rn), we have the following T0–factorization:
T0 ( f ⊛ g) = (T0 f )(T0g). (5.18)
Proof. Using the definition of T0 and a direct (but long) computation, we obtain
the equivalence between (5.17) and f ⊛g =−[T 20 − cT0− b2I] [(T0 f )(T0g)]/(b2c).
Thus, having in mind (5.15), for a= 0, which provides the formula for the inverse of
T0, we identify the last identity with f ⊛ g = T−10 [(T0 f )(T0g)], which is equivalent
to (5.18), as desired.
We would like to point out that we can also obtain an even more general convolution
(in comparison with (5.17)–(5.18)), for T with a 6= 0, but due to the lack of space
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we are not presenting it in here. We notice that these convolutions, and consequent
factorization identities, allow the consideration of new convolution type equations.
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